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THE CLEVELAND MUSEUM OF ART PRESENTS WARHOL FILMS
15 Minutes and Beyond: Films by Andy Warhol

Sun, 3:30 pm (unless noted) & Wed, 7:30 pm, Sept 25 - Oct 12, 1994

Admission is $4, $3 CMA members (unless noted). No one under 17 admitted.

Andy Warhol’s films, like the rest of his art, challenge his audience to embrace absurdity. To

demonstrate, The Cleveland Museum of Art is screening seven Warhol movies between

September 25 and October 12 in a series titled, 15 Minutes and Beyond: Films by Andy

Warhol. From Poor Little Rich Girl, a satirical look at fame and fortune, to The Chelsea

Girls, a formally ambitious, dual-projected portrait of one of Warhol’s favorite hangouts,

New York’s Chelsea Hotel, these movies translate the artist’s unmistakable deadpan vision

of popular culture to the film medium. Edie Sedgwick, star ofPoor Little Rich Girl, is seen

further along her slide toward oblivion in Beauty #2, which consists entirely of a long,

provocative interview with the young socialite. The Velvet Underground and Nico features

rare vintage footage of the influential rock band. Two short subjects conclude the series with

pointed explorations of the self-referential aspects of art. In all, the series offers a look at a

less familiar side of one of the century’s most familiar artistic figures.

Sun/Sept 25 Poor Little Rich Girl, 1965, color, 66 min. Portrait of Edie Sedgwick, the

pathetic socialite/Warhol superstar who died of a drug overdose at 28.

Wed/Sept 28 The Velvet Underground and Nico, 1966, color, 67 min. The legendary rock

band is fronted by Lou Reed and John Cale, with German singer Nico. Preceded by Bufferin

(1966, 33 min.), a love letter to Warhol Factory denizen Gerard Malanga.

Sun/Oct 2, 1:30 pm The Chelsea Girls, 1966, color/b&w, 210 min. Warhol’s magnum opus
(dual projected with simultaneous side-by-side images) captures the colorful residents of

New York’s legendary Chelsea Hotel. Note: Admission $8, $6 CMA members. Seating

limited to 155. Buy advance tickets at September films, or call 421-7340, x465.

Sun/Oct 9 Beauty #2, 1965, b&w, 66 min. This Edie Sedgwick screen test finds the super-

star-to-be sprawled on a bed, answering off-screen questions. “The most sustained, provoca-

tive and heartbreaking movie I saw this year [1988].” -Village Voice.

Wed/Oct 12 Paul Swan, 1965, color, 66 min. Campy portrait of an elderly pioneer of

“aesthetic” dance. Preceded by Haircut U1 (1963, b&w, 27 min.), a study in narcissism,

considered the most interesting of all Warhol’s films in its relation to the art of painting.
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